
Robert Smith 
Experience Specialist/Analyst

PERSONAL STATEMENT

To join a company where experience and education will contribute to the 
mission and overall success of company.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Experience Specialist/Analyst
Verizon Wireless -   October 2005 – 2020 

Responsibilities:

 Create a welcoming and exciting store environment.
 Introduce customers to the store, direct customer traffic and promote 

store exploration.
 Ensure customers needs are met in a timely manner. Quickly and 

completely resolve customer issues.
 Facilitate wireless workshops where you will work with groups of 

customers to demonstrate and educate them on a variety of technology
solutions.

 Contribute to the overall health and performance of your retail store by 
supporting daily business operations, including stocking inventory.

 Interviewing Troubleshooting Exceptional oral and written 
communications Local and regional guest service awards.

 Create positive customer experiences Coordinate and organize 
customer appreciation days Teach wireless workshops.

Experience Specialist
Verizon -   2004 – 2005 

Responsibilities:

 Greet and assign guest into the guest list, along with managing the 
stores floor flow.

 Effectively present and demo accessories and incremental adds as well 
as any current promotions.

 Assist as backup to Operations.
 Host and teach workshop classes on new and current devices to existing

and new customers.
 Create an overall great customer experience from their arrival to 

departure.
 I was awarded Top ES in my District for the highest accessories sold and

store nps (customer satisfaction) score.
 Which resulted in a $200 incentive..

Education

- (Walter Valley High School)
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CONTACT DETAILS
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SKILLS

Anti-Money Laundering, 
Wireless/Mobile Devices, 
Credit Cards.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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